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A coupling system among Gaussian-type microwave photon flux, a static magnetic field, and fractal

membranes (or other equivalent microwave lenses) can be used to detect high-frequency gravitational

waves (HFGWs) in the microwave band. We study the signal photon flux, background photon flux, and the

requisite minimal accumulation time of the signal in the coupling system. Unlike the pure inverse

Gertsenshtein effect (G effect) caused by the HFGWs in the gigahertz band, the electromagnetic (EM)

detecting scheme proposed by China and the U.S. HFGW groups is based on the composite effect of the

synchroresonance effect and the inverse G effect. The key parameter in the scheme is the first-order

perturbative photon flux (PPF) and not the second-order PPF; the distinguishable signal is the transverse

first-order PPF and not the longitudinal PPF; the photon flux focused by the fractal membranes or other

equivalent microwave lenses is not only the transverse first-order PPF but the total transverse photon flux,

and these photon fluxes have different signal-to-noise ratios at the different receiving surfaces. Theoretical

analysis and numerical estimation show that the requisite minimal accumulation time of the signal at the

special receiving surfaces and in the background noise fluctuation would be �103–105 seconds for the

typical laboratory condition and parameters of hrms � 10�26–10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at 5 GHz with bandwidth

�1 Hz. In addition, we review the inverse G effect in the EM detection of the HFGWs, and it is shown

that the EM detecting scheme based only on the pure inverse G effect in the laboratory condition would

not be useful to detect HFGWs in the microwave band.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first mention of high-frequency gravitational waves
(HFGWs) was during a lecture in 1961 by Forward [1]. The
lecture was based upon a paper concerning the dynamics of
gravity and Forward’s work on the Weber bar. The first
actual publication concerning HFGWs was in mid 1962
when Gertsenshtein [2] authored the pioneering paper
entitled ‘‘Wave Resonance of Light and Gravitational
Waves’’ [it is often called the Gertsenshtein (G) effect].
The next publication was in August of 1964 when Halpern
and Laurent [3] suggested that at some earlier stage of
development of the Universe (the big bang) conditions
were suitable to produce strong relic gravitational radia-
tion. They then discuss ‘‘short wavelength’’ or HFGWs and
even suggest a ‘‘laser’’ generator of HFGWs analogous to a
laser for electromagnetic (EM) ‘‘generation.’’ In 1968,
Isaason authored papers [4,5] concerned with ‘‘Gravi-
tational Radiation in the Limit of High Frequency.’’

Grishchuk and Sazhin in the period of 1974–1975 dis-
cussed a scheme on ‘‘Emission of Gravitational Waves
by an Electromagnetic Cavity and Detection’’ [6,7], which
also involved HFGWs. In 1974, Chapline, Nuckolls, and
Wood [8] suggested the generation of HFGWs by nuclear
explosions, and, in 1978, Braginsky and Rudenko dis-
cussed detection and generation of HFGWs [9]. In 1979,
Hawking and Israd [10] presented an actual definition for
HFGWs having frequencies in excess of 100 KHz.
However, genuine attention to HFGWs occurred from the
1990s for the following reasons:
(1) The maximal signal and peak of the relic GWs,

expected by the quintessential inflationary models
[11–15] and some string cosmology scenarios [16–
18], may be firmly localized in the gigahertz band,
and their root-mean-square (rms) values of the di-
mensionless amplitudes might reach up to�10�30–

10�33=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. Such works continue today.

(2) The thermal motion of the plasma of stars, the
interaction of the EM waves with interstellar plasma
and magnetic fields, and the evaporation of primor-
dial back holes [19] are possible means to generate
HFGWs.

(3) Study of the nanopiezoelectric resonator scheme
[20], the high-energy particle beam [21–25], and
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the construction of the LHC [26] are possible meth-
ods to produce HFGWs. Their frequencies may
reach up to 109 Hz and higher.

(4) Some HFGW detectors have already been con-
structed, and more have been proposed. The con-
structed HFGW detectors include a toroidal
waveguide scheme [27,28] and a coupled supercon-
ducting spherical cavities system [29,30]. Proposed
detecting schemes include small laser interferome-
ter detectors [31] and the coupling system of a
Gaussian beam, static magnetic and fractal mem-
branes [32]. In Table I, we list some possible HFGW
sources and their major mechanisms.

In this paper, our attention is focused on signal photon
flux, the background photon flux (BPF), and their signal-
to-noise ratios in the coupling EM detection scheme. We
compute the signal photon fluxes and the signal-to-noise
ratios and discuss displaying condition and the requisite
minimal accumulation time of the signal in the background
noise fluctuation. In addition, we review the inverse G
effect in the EM detection of the HFGWs. It is shown
that the pure inverse G effect in the laboratory condition
cannot by itself detect the expected HFGWs, but the cur-
rent EM detecting scheme might greatly improve detecting
sensitivity and narrow the gap between the theoretical
estimation of the expected HFGWs and the possibility of
their detection.

The outline of this paper is the following: In Sec. I, we
present a brief history of the HFGW research, including
analyses of some possible HFGW sources. In Sec. II, we
review the detecting scheme based on the pure inverse G
effect. In Sec. III, we discuss the EM perturbation gener-
ated by the HFGW in a coupling system between the static
magnetic and the plane EM wave. In Sec. IV, we study the
EM perturbative effect of the HFGW in the coupling
system among the Gaussian-type microwave photon flux,
the static magnetic field, and the fractal membranes (or
other equivalent microwave lenses) and give theoretical
analysis, numerical estimations, and a brief review of the
role of the fractal membranes or other equivalent micro-
wave lenses. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. DETECTING SCHEME BASED ON THE
INVERSE GERTSENSHTEIN EFFECT

It is well known that if an electromagnetic wave (EMW)
propagates in a transverse homogeneous static magnetic
field, it can generate the gravitational wave (GW). This is
just the G effect [2]. Then the converting probability of the
EMW (photons) into the GW (graviton) is given by [33,34]
(in cgs units)

P � 4�GB2L2=c4; (1)

where G is Newton’s gravitational constant and B is the

TABLE I. Some possible HFGW sources and relevant parameters.

Sources Amplitude Frequency Characteristic

HFGWs in the

quintessential

inflationary models

[11–15]

hrms � 10�30–10�32=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 109–1010 Hz Random background

HFGWs in some

string cosmology

scenarios [16–18]

hrms � 10�30–10�34=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 108–1011 Hz Random background

Solar plasma [19] hrms � 10�39=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 1015 Hz On the Earth

High-energy

particles (e.g.,

Fermi ring) [24]

hrms � 10�39–10�41=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 104 Hz–105 Hz On the center, the frequency depends

on the rotating frequency of the

particles in the Fermi ring

Stanford Linear

Collider [21]

hrms � 10�39=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 1023 Hz On the collision center, the

frequency depends on the

self-energy and the

Lorentz factor of high-energy eþe� beams

The LHC [26] This is a continuous spectra

of high-frequency gravitons,

and only integrals for the

total spectra distribution

range might provide an indirect effect.

Nanopiezoelectric

crystal array

(size of �100 m)

[20]

hrms � 10�28–10�31=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
�� 109–1010 Hz On the wave zone, an

effective cross section of

the gravitational radiation

would be less than 0:01 m2
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static magnetic field. Contrarily, if a GW passes through a
transverse homogeneous static magnetic field, then it can
generate an EMW (photon flux), which propagates only in
the same and in the opposite propagating directions of the
GW. The latter is weaker than the former or is absent. This
is just the pure inverse G effect [33,35]. Whether the G
effect or its inverse effect, the conversion rate between the
GWs (gravitons) and the EMWs (photons) is extremely
low. For example, if B ¼ 10 T ¼ 105 G and L ¼ 10 m ¼
1000 cm, from Eq. (1), we have

P � 1:0� 10�32: (2)

For the EM perturbative effect caused by the GWs in the
EM fields, one’s attention is often focused to the inverse G
effect. In order to consider the pure inverse G effect in the
laboratory size, the wavelength of GWs should be the
comparable with the laboratory dimension. Thus the
HFGWs in the microwave band (� 108–1010 Hz) would
be suitable researching objects. In fact, the physical foun-
dation of the G effect is the Einstein-Maxwell equations in
the weak field condition, while the physical foundation of
the inverse G effect is classical electrodynamics in curved
spacetime. If a circular polarized HFGW passes through
the transverse homogenous static magnetic field, according
to the electrodynamical equations in curved spacetime, the
EMW produced by the interaction of the HFGW with the
static magnetic field can be given by [32,35] (in order to
compare possible experimental effects, from now, we use
mks units)

~E ð1Þ � AB̂ð0Þ
y kgcz exp½iðkgz�!gtÞ�; (3)

~B ð1Þ � AB̂ð0Þ
y kgz exp½iðkgz�!gtÞ�; (4)

where ~Eð1Þ and ~Bð1Þ are parallel to the xy plane and ~Eð1Þ ?
~Bð1Þ. We also assume A ¼ A� ¼ A� ¼ jh�j ¼ jh�j, as the

amplitudes of the HFGW with two polarization states, the
superscript (0) denotes the background EM fields, and the
notation ^ indicates the static EM fields. Here we neglected
the EMW propagating along the negative direction of the z
axis, because it is often much less than the EMW prop-
agating along the positive direction of the z axis.
Equations (3) and (4) show that such perturbative EM
fields have a space accumulation effect ( / z) in the inter-
acting region: This is because the GWs (gravitons) and
EMWs (photons) have the same propagating velocity in a
vacuum, so that the two waves can generate an optimum
coherent effect in the propagating direction [33,35]. From
Eqs. (3) and (4), the power flux density of the EMW in the
terminal receiving surface (z ¼ L) will have a maximum
(z ¼ L; see Fig. 1)

uem ¼ 1=�0 � j ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð1Þj � 1=�0 � ðAB̂ð0Þ
y kgLÞ2c: (5)

In order to compare and analyze the EM perturbative
effect under typical laboratory conditions, we chose the
following typical parameters:

B̂ð0Þ
y ¼ 10 T; L ¼ 10 m;

�e ¼ �g ¼ 5 GHz

�
�g ¼ 0:06 m; ke ¼ kg ¼ 2�

�
� 100

�
;

h� ¼ 3:3� 10�24 J ðenergy of a single photonÞ;
A � hrms ¼ ĥ ¼ 10�26=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
to 10�30=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
;

�s ¼ 0:1� 0:1 ¼ 0:01 m2 ðtypical receiving surfaceÞ;

(6)

where �s is also the cross section of the interacting region.
If ĥ ¼ hrms ¼ 10�30=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, then the total power flux pass-

ing through �s in the terminal position (z ¼ L) is

Uð2Þ
em ¼ uem�s ¼ 1

�0

ðAB̂ð0Þ
y kgLÞ2c�s � 2:3� 10�40 W;

(7)

where the superscript (2) denotes the second-order pertur-
bative EM power flux. Therefore, the corresponding
second-order perturbative photon flux (in quantum lan-
guage) will be

Nð2Þ
� ¼ Uð2Þ

em=@!e � 2:3� 10�40=3:3� 10�24

� 7:0� 10�17 s�1: (8)

FIG. 1 (color online). If a HFGW passes through a static

magnetic field ~̂B
ð0Þ
y , the interaction of the HFGW with the static

magnetic field will produce an EMW, where L is the interacting
dimension between the HFGWand the static magnetic field. The
EMW2 has a maximum in the terminal position (Z ¼ L) of the
interacting volume due to the space accumulation effect in the
propagating direction (the z direction).
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For a HFGW of �g ¼ 5 GHz and ĥ ¼ 10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, the

total power flux passing through the �s is given by [36]

Ugw ¼ ugw�s ¼ c3

8�G
!2A2�s � 1:6� 10�7 W: (9)

Thus corresponding graviton flux would be

Ng ¼ Ugw=@! � 4:8� 1016 s�1: (10)

Because the power flux Eq. (7) [including the photon flux,
Eq. (8)] is proportional to the amplitude squared of the
HFGW, the second-order perturbative photon flux (PPF)
exhibits a very small value.

From Eqs. (7)–(10), we obtain the conversion rate of the
HFGW (gravitons) into the EMW (photons) as follows:

P � Uem=Ugw ¼ N�=Ng ¼ 2:3� 10�40

1:6� 10�7
¼ 7� 10�17

4:8� 1016

� 1:4� 10�33: (11)

Equations (2) and (11) show that the conversion rates of the

EMW (photons) into the HFGW (gravitons) and the con-
trary process have similar orders of magnitude. Thus, in
order to obtain a second-order perturbative photon, from
Eq. (8), the signal accumulation time would be at least

�t � 1=Nð2Þ
r � 1

7� 10�17
� 1:4� 1016 s: (12)

This is a very huge time interval. Equations (11) and (12)
also show that the conversion rate of the HFGW (gravitons)
into the EMW (photons) is extremely low. Thus the PPF in
the pure inverse G effect cannot cause a detectable signal
or observable effect in the laboratory condition. Never-
theless, for some astrophysical and cosmological pro-
cesses, it is possible to cause interesting phenomena, be-
cause the very large EM fields (including plasma) and very
strong GWs (including low-frequency GWs) often occur
simultaneously and these fields extend over a very large
area [15,37,38].
From Eqs. (5), (7), (8), and (12), one finds

if ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then Nð2Þ

� � 7� 10�9 s�1 and �t � 1:4� 108 s;

if ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then Nð2Þ

� � 7� 10�5 s�1 and �t � 1:4� 104 s:
(13)

Such results show that, even if ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, it is still

difficult to detect the HFGWs by the inverse G effect in the
laboratory condition. In other words, in order to generate
an observable effect in such an EM system, the amplitude
of the HFGW of �g ¼ 5 GHz must be larger than ĥ ¼
10�24=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at least. Unfortunately, so far as we know,

there are no HFGWs as strong as ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
or

larger, though the EM system based on the pure inverse
G effect in the high-vacuum and ultralow-temperature
condition has a very good low noise environment.
Therefore the EM detecting scheme based on the pure
inverse G effect in the laboratory condition would not be
available to detect HFGWs in the microwave band.

III. THE PERTURBATIVE PHOTON FLUXES IN
COUPLING SYSTEM BETWEEN THE STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD AND THE PLANE EMW

The classical and semiclassical description and linear
quantum theory all showed [33,39] that the interaction
cross section between the GW (gravitons) and the EMW
(photons) in a strong background static magnetic field
(virtual photons) will be much larger than that in the
pure inverse G effect. In other words, the strong back-
ground static magnetic field provides a catalyst to greatly
enhance the resonant effect between the EMW (the pho-
tons) and the GW (gravitons). However, the presence of a
background EMW (the background photon flux) will gen-
erate a large photon flux noise. If the PPF (i.e., signal
photon flux) and the BPF have the same or very similar

physical behaviors (e.g., propagating direction, distribu-
tion, decay rate, etc.), then the PPF will be swamped by the
BPF. The coupling system between a plane EMW and the
static magnetic field is just this case (see Fig. 2), which will
have the same or very similar sensitivity as the inverse G
effect. We assume the power of the background EMW is
10 W, and it is limited in the cross section of �s ¼ 0:1�
0:1 ¼ 0:01 m2. Because the power flux of the plane EMW
is distributed homogeneously in the cross section �s, then

hPemi ¼ Re

�
1

2�0

E	ð0Þ
x Bð0Þ

y

�
�s ¼ 1

2�0

Eð0Þ2
x

c
�s ¼ 10 W

and j ~Eð0Þ
x j � 8:7� 102 Vm�1: (14)

FIG. 2 (color online). If the HFGW and the EMW0 pass
simultaneously through the transverse static magnetic field,
under the resonant state (!e ¼ !g), the first-order perturbative

EMW (EMW1, i.e., ‘‘the interference term’’) and the second-
order perturbative EMW (EMW2) can be generated. However,
because the EMW1 and the EMW0 have the same propagating
direction and distribution, and EMW1 is often much less than the
EMW0, the EMW1 will be swamped by the EMW0.
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The total background photon flux passing through the
cross section �s will be

Nð0Þ
� ¼ 10=@!e ¼ 10

3:3� 10�24
� 3:0� 1024 s�1: (15)

Then the corresponding first-order perturbative power flux
in the z direction is

Uð1Þ
z ¼ 1

2�0

½ð ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð0Þ
y Þ þ ð ~Eð0Þ

x � ~Bð1ÞÞ�!e¼!g
�s

¼ Re

�
1

�0

Eð1Þ	Bð0Þ
y

�
cos� cos� � �s

¼ Re

�
1

�0c
Eð1Þ	Eð0Þ

x

�
cos� cos� ��s

¼ 1

�0c
j ~Eð1Þjj ~Eð0Þ

x j cos� cos� � �s; (16)

where � is the phase difference between the HFGWand the

background EMW0 and � is the angle between ~Eð1Þ and
~Eð0Þ
x or ~Bð1Þ and ~Bð0Þ

y (see Fig. 3). Here � ¼ 0 and � ¼ 0

will always be possible by regulating the phase and the
polarization directions of the background EMW0. Then the
HFGW and the EMW will have the best matching state,
i.e.,

Uð1Þ
z j�¼0

z¼L
¼ Uð1Þ

zmax ¼ Re

�
1

�0c
Eð1Þ	Eð0Þ

x

�
�s

� 6:9� 10�20 W: (17)

Then the corresponding first-order PPF will be

Nð1Þ
z ¼ Uð1Þ

z =@!e � 6:9� 10�20=3:3� 10�24

� 2:1� 104 s�1: (18)

Thus the total photon flux passing through �s is about

Nz ¼ Nð0Þ
z þ Nð1Þ

z þ Nð2Þ
z

� ð3:0� 1024 þ 2:1� 104 þ 7:0� 10�17Þ s�1: (19)

In this case the ratio of Nð1Þ
z and Nð0Þ

z is roughly

�1 ¼ Nð1Þ
z =Nð0Þ

z � 2:1� 104

3:0� 1024
� 7:0� 10�21: (20)

This is also a very small value, and at the same time

�2 ¼ Nð2Þ
z =Nð1Þ

z � 7:0� 10�17

2:1� 104
� 3:3� 10�21; (21)

i.e., the second-order PPF is much less than the first-order
PPF, while the first-order PPF is much less than the BPF.
This means that if an EM detecting system contains simul-
taneously the static magnetic field and the EMW, then the
interaction cross section between the GW (gravitons) and
the EMW (photons) will be much larger than that in the
pure inverse G effect. The classical description and linear
quantum theory for such a property have good self-
consistency [33,39].
However, Eqs. (3), (4), (14), (16), and (18) show that the

first-order PPF (signal) and the BPF (noise) have the same
propagating direction and distribution, and the BPF is
much larger than the PPF, so that the PPF will be swamped
by the BPF. In this case the PPF has no direct observable
effect. According to Eqs. (3), (4), (17), and (18), one finds

if ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then Nð1Þ

z � 2:1� 108 s�1;

if ĥ ¼ 10�25=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then Nð1Þ

z � 2:1� 109 s�1:
(22)

For example, if ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, in order to display first-

order PPF, Nð1Þ
z �t must be effectively larger than the

background noise fluctuation

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nð0Þ

z �t
q

, i.e.,

Nð1Þ
z ð�tÞ1=2 >

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nð0Þ

z

q
; then �t > 6:8� 107 s; (23)

where Nð0Þ
z �t is the expectation value with a Poisson

distribution of width

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nð0Þ

z

q
. Equations (13) and (23)

show that two such schemes have similar detecting sensi-

tivity. Thus, detecting the HFGW of ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
and

� ¼ 5 GHz by such a coupling EM system will also be
very difficult.

IV. COUPLING SYSTEM OF THE STATIC
MAGNETIC FIELD AND THE GAUSSIAN-TYPE

MICROWAVE PHOTON FLUX

The above discussion shows that, in order to detect the
first-order PPF, one must find a special EM resonant sys-
tem in which the PPF and the BPF have very different
physical behaviors, even if such differences are distributed
only in a few local regions.
Before we discuss the resonance effect of the HFGWs in

the proposal EM system, we give a general analysis of the

FIG. 3. In the coupling system of the static magnetic field and

the plane EMW, j ~Eð0Þ
x j and j ~Bð0Þ

y j denote the background EM

fields, j ~Eð1Þj and j ~Bð1Þj express the perturbative EM fields gen-
erated by the direct interaction of the HFGW with the static
magnetic field, and ~n� is the total photon flux density.
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photon flux. Here ~Eð0Þ and ~Bð0Þ denote the background EM

fields and ~Eð1Þ and ~Bð1Þ the perturbative EM fields produced
by the interaction of the HFGW with the static magnetic
field. Then total EM power flux density is

~uem ¼ 1

�0

~E� ~B ¼ 1

�0

ð ~Eð0Þ þ ~Eð1ÞÞ � ð ~Bð0Þ þ ~Bð1ÞÞ

¼ 1

�0

~Eð0Þ � ~Bð0Þ þ 1

�0

ð ~Eð0Þ � ~Bð1Þ þ ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð0ÞÞ

þ 1

�0

~Eð1Þ � ~Bð1Þ: (24)

Thus, the corresponding total photon flux density will be

~n� ¼ 1

@!e

~uem ¼ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð0Þ � ~Bð0ÞÞ

þ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð0Þ � ~Bð1Þ þ ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð0ÞÞ

þ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð1ÞÞ ¼ ~nð0Þ þ ~nð1Þ þ ~nð2Þ; (25)

where

~nð0Þ ¼ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð0Þ � ~Bð0ÞÞ;

~nð1Þ ¼ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð0Þ � ~Bð1Þ þ ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð0ÞÞ;

~nð2Þ ¼ 1

�0@!e

ð ~Eð1Þ � ~Bð1ÞÞ:

(26)

Equations (25) and (26) would be the most general form of

the PPF and the BPF, where ~nð0Þ, ~nð1Þ, and ~nð2Þ express the
BPF, the first-order PPF, and the second-order PPF den-

sities, respectively. Since nonvanishing j ~Eð0Þj and j ~Bð0Þj are
often much larger than j ~Eð1Þj and j ~Bð1Þj, we have

j ~nð0Þj 
 j ~nð1Þj 
 j ~nð2Þj: (27)

A. In the case of the the plane EMW

If the HFGW and the plane EMW0 all propagate along
the z direction, then Eq. (25) is deduced to (see Fig. 3)

n� ¼ h ~n�i!e¼!g

¼ 1

2�0@!e

hð ~Eð0Þ
x þ ~Eð1ÞÞ � ð ~Bð0Þ

y þ ~Bð1ÞÞi!e¼!g

¼ 1

2�0@!e

�
j ~Eð0Þ

x jj ~Bð0Þ
y j þ

�
j ~Eð0Þ

x jj ~Bð1Þj sin
�
�

2
þ �

�

þ j ~Eð1Þjj ~Bð0Þ
y j sin

�
�

2
� �

��
cos�þ j ~Eð1Þjj ~Bð1Þj

�
;

(28)

where the angular bracket denotes the average over time.

For the plane EMW in empty space, Bð0Þ
y ¼ Eð0Þ

x =c, Bð1Þ ¼
Eð1Þ=c (in mks units), then Eq. (28) becomes

n� ¼ 1

2�0c@!e

fj ~Eð0Þ
x j2 þ 2j ~Eð0Þ

x jj ~Eð1Þj cos� cos�þ j ~Eð1Þj2g

¼ 1

2�0c@!e

fj ~Eð0Þ
x j2 þ 2 ~Eð0Þ

x � ~Eð1Þ cos�þ j ~Eð1Þj2g

¼ nð0Þ þ nð1Þ þ nð2Þ; (29)

where

nð0Þ ¼ 1

2�0c@!e

j ~Eð0Þ
x j2;

nð1Þ ¼ 1

�0c@!e

~Eð0Þ
x � ~Eð1Þ cos�;

nð2Þ ¼ 1

2�0c@!e

j ~Eð1Þj2:

(30)

In fact, Eq. (30) can also be expressed as

nð0Þ ¼ 1

2�0c@!e

j ~Eð0Þ
x j2

¼ _N0 ðthe background photon flux densityÞ;

nð2Þ ¼ 1

2�0c@!e

j ~Eð1Þj2

¼ _NGW ðthe second-order PPF densityÞ;

(31)

while

nð1Þ ¼ 1

�0c@!e

~Eð0Þ
x � ~Eð1Þ cos�¼ 2ð _N0

_NGWÞ1=2 cos�¼ _N1 ðthe interference term, i.e., the first-order PPF densityÞ: (32)

Then, Eq. (29) can be rewritten as

n� ¼ _N0 þ 2ð _N0
_NGWÞ1=2 cos�þ _NGW: (33)

After a long time interval �t, the collected number of
photons at the detector or at the receiving surface would be

Nd ¼ n��t

¼ _N0�tþ 2ð _N0
_NGWÞ1=2 cos� ��tþ _NGW�t: (34)

Clearly, in the plane EMW case, the BPF, the first-order
PPF, and the second-order PPF all propagate along the
same direction; thus in any region and at any receiving
surface

_N 0 
 2ð _N0
_NGWÞ1=2 
 _NGW (35)

is always valid. In this case, it is very difficult to display the
first-order PPF effect [nð1Þ ¼ 2ð _N0

_NGWÞ1=2 cos� ¼ _N1] in
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an acceptable signal accumulation time interval with the
predicted total photon flux background.

In the coupling system between the Gaussian-type mi-
crowave photon flux [the Gaussian beam (GB) is just one
typical form of the Gaussian-type microwave photon
fluxes] and the static magnetic field, the general expres-
sions Eqs. (25) and (26) are still valid. However, they will
be expressed as the different exact forms in the different
directions and the receiving surfaces, and the relative

relation between nð0Þ and nð1Þ would be different in the
different receiving surfaces; even then they can reach up to
a comparable order of magnitude. This is worth considera-
tion. The scheme from [32] would be a useful candidate
(see Fig. 4). Thus key parameters in the scheme are the
BPF and the first-order PPF in the special directions and
not the photon number. The former are vectors and have
high directivity. They decide the strength of the photon
fluxes reaching the detector or the receiving surface, posi-
tion, and bearings of the detectors and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in the receiving surfaces.

B. Coupling system of the Gaussian-type microwave
photon flux and the static magnetic field

Unlike the plane EMW, the GB has not only the longi-
tudinal BPF (the BPF in the z direction, i.e., the direction of
its symmetrical axis) but also the transverse BPF, although
the latter is often less than the former. The BPF in the
transverse directions (e.g., the x and y directions) decays as

fast as the typical Gaussian decay rate. Thus, in the some
special regions and directions, the effect of both the PPF
and the BPF would have a comparable order of magnitude.
For the GB with the double transverse polarized electric

modes [32,40], it has

~E ð0Þ ¼ ~Eð0Þ
x þ ~Eð0Þ

y ; ~Bð0Þ ¼ ~Bð0Þ
x þ ~Bð0Þ

y þ ~Bð0Þ
z : (36)

Such EM fields satisfy the Helmholtz equation. If the
circular polarized HFGW propagates along the z direction,

then the nonvanishing perturbative EM fields are ~Eð1Þ
x , ~Bð1Þ

y

(the perturbative EM fields produced by the � polarization

component of the HFGW) and ~Eð1Þ
y , ~Bð1Þ

x (the perturbative

EM fields generated by the � polarization component of
the HFGW) in our scheme [32]], respectively, i.e.,

~E ð1Þ ¼ ~Eð1Þ
x þ ~Eð1Þ

y ; ~Bð1Þ ¼ ~Bð1Þ
x þ ~Bð1Þ

y : (37)

In this case, Eq. (25) has following concrete expression:

~n� ¼ 1

�0@!e

~E� ~B ¼ 1

�0@!e

fð ~Eð0Þ
x þ ~Eð1Þ

x þ ~Eð0Þ
y þ ~Eð1Þ

y Þ

� ð ~Bð0Þ
x þ ~Bð1Þ

x þ ~Bð0Þ
y þ ~Bð1Þ

y þ ~Bð0Þ
z Þg: (38)

From Eq. (38), under the resonant state (!e ¼ !g) the total

photon flux densities in the z direction (the longitudinal
direction of the GB) and in the transverse direction (the x
and y directions) can be given by

nz ¼ 1

2�0@!e

Ref½E	ð0Þ
x Bð0Þ

y þ E	ð0Þ
y Bð0Þ

x �

þ ½E	ð0Þ
x Bð1Þ

y þ E	ð0Þ
y Bð1Þ

x þ E	ð1Þ
x Bð0Þ

y þ E	ð1Þ
y Bð0Þ

x �
þ ½E	ð1Þ

x Bð1Þ
y þ E	ð1Þ

y Bð1Þ
x �g

¼ nð0Þz þ nð1Þz þ nð2Þz ¼ nð0Þz þ nð1Þz þ oðh2Þ; (39)

nx ¼ 1

2�0@!e

Re½E	ð0Þ
y Bð0Þ

z þ E	ð1Þ
y Bð0Þ

z � ¼ nð0Þx þ nð1Þx ;

(40)

ny ¼ 1

2�0@!e

Re½E	ð0Þ
x Bð0Þ

z þ E	ð1Þ
x Bð0Þ

z � ¼ nð0Þy þ nð1Þy :

(41)

The photon flux in the z direction (the longitudinal
direction of the GB).—From Eq. (39) and Refs. [32,40],
we have

nð0Þz ¼ jnð0Þz jmax exp

�
� 2r2

W2

�
;

nð1Þz ¼ jnð1Þz jmax exp

�
� r2

W2

�
;

(42)

where r is the radial distance to the symmetrical axis (the z
axis) of the GB and W is the spot radius of the GB.

Equation (42) shows that nð0Þz decays by the typical

FIG. 4 (color online). When the HFGW propagates along the z
direction in the coupling system of the GB and the transverse

static magnetic field ~̂B
ð0Þ
y , the resonant interaction (!e ¼ !g) of

the HFGW with the EM fields will generate not only the

longitudinal perturbative photon flux nð1Þz but also the transverse

perturbative photon fluxes (nð1Þx and nð1Þy ) in the x and y directions
due to the spread property of the GB itself. This is an important

difference between Figs. 2 and 4. Moreover, unlike nð1Þz and nð0Þz ,

nð1Þx and nð0Þx have very different distribution and decay rates.
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Gaussian decay rate expð� 2r2

W2Þ, while nð1Þz decays by the

factor expð� r2

W2Þ; i.e., the decay rate of nð1Þz is slower than

that of nð0Þz . However, since jnð0Þz jmax 
 jnð1Þz jmax in almost
all of the regions (see Fig. 5), it is difficult to generate an

observable effect by nð1Þz in these regions. For the HFGW

parameters of h ¼ 10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
and � ¼ 5 GHz, only if

r ! 34 cm (at the xy plane), nð1Þz has a comparable order

of magnitude with nð0Þz . However, nð1Þz and nð0Þz all are

decayed to the very small undetectable value nð1Þz � nð0Þz �
10�16 s�1 m�2.

The photon fluxes in the x direction (the transverse
direction of the GB).—According to Eq. (40) and
Refs. [32,40], one finds

nx ¼ 1

2�0@!e

hj ~Eð0Þ
y jj ~Bð0Þ

z j þ j ~Eð1Þ
y jj ~Bð0Þ

z j cos�i!e¼!g
:

(43)

Setting � ¼ 0 will always be possible by regulating the
phase of the GB. Then

nx ¼ 1

2�0@!e

fh ~Eð0Þ
y

~Bð0Þ
z i þ h ~Eð1Þ

y
~Bð0Þ
z ig!e¼!g

¼ nð0Þx þ nð1Þx ¼ _N0x þ _N1x; (44)

where

nð0Þx ¼ _N0x ¼ 1

2�0@!e

hj ~Eð0Þ
y jj ~Bð0Þj

z i

¼ jnð0Þx jmaxx exp

�
� 2x2

W2

�
; (45)

nð1Þx ¼ _N1x ¼ 1

2�0@!e

hj ~Eð1Þ
y jj ~Bð0Þ

z ji!e¼!g

¼ jnð1Þx jmax exp

�
� x2

W2

�
: (46)

Unlike the case of the plane EMW, Eqs. (45) and (46) show
that _N0x will be not always larger than _N1x. In the case of

the GB, Bð0Þ
z of the GB depends on not only ~Eð0Þ

y , but also

~Eð0Þ
x , i.e.,

Bð0Þ
z ¼ i

!e

�
@Eð0Þ

x

@y
� @Eð0Þ

y

@x

�
: (47)

Therefore, when Eð0Þ
y ¼ 0, nð0Þx must be vanish, but nð1Þx ¼

nð1Þxmax � 0.
Although Eqs. (45) and (46) represent the transverse

photon fluxes in the x direction, their physical behaviors
are quite different:

(1) At the yz plane, nð1Þx jx¼0 ¼ nð1Þx jmax, where

nð0Þx jx¼0 ¼ 0; i.e., the transverse PPF has a maxi-
mum at the longitudinal symmetrical surface of the
GB where the transverse BPF vanishes (see Fig. 6).
It should be pointed out that the transverse BPF at
the longitudinal symmetrical surfaces being identi-
cally to zero is a fundamental characteristic of the
GBs, whether the circular or elliptic GBs. Thus the
transverse PPF would be a major fraction of the total
transverse photon fluxes flux passing through such a
surface, provided the other noise photon flux pass-
ing through the surface can be effectively sup-
pressed, although the PPF is much less than the
BPF in other regions, and the PPF is always accom-
panied simultaneously by the BPF.

(2) The nð1Þx and nð0Þx have different decay rates in the x

direction, i.e., nð1Þx / expð� x2

W2Þ and nð0Þx /
x expð� 2x2

W2Þ, respectively. The position of a maxi-

mum of nð1Þx is the yz plane (x ¼ 0), while the

position of a maximum of nð0Þx is about x ¼ 3:2 cm

in our case. Thus, the SNR nð1Þx =nð0Þx will be very
different at the different receiving surfaces. This
means that it is always possible to obtain a best

SNR nð1Þx =nð0Þx by choosing the suitable region and
the receiving surface. Using Eqs. (45) and (46), the
total transverse photon fluxes passing through the
receiving surface �s can be given by

Nð1Þ
x ¼

Z
�s

nð1Þx ds; (48)

Nð0Þ
x ¼

Z
�s

nð0Þx ds: (49)

In the current scheme, �s � 10�2 m2.

FIG. 5 (color online). The first-order PPF density nð1Þz and the

BPF density nð0Þz have the same propagating direction and similar

distribution. Thus nð0Þz is much larger than nð1Þz in most of the
regions.
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C. Numerical estimation of the transverse photon fluxes

In order to measure Nð1Þ
x at a suitable receiving surface,

Nð1Þ
x �t [notice that here Nð1Þ

x is equivalent to 2ð _N0
_NGWÞ1=2

in the plane EMW case, but Nð1Þ
x in our case and

2ð _N0
_NgwÞ1=2 in the plane EM case have a very different

physical behavior] must be effectively larger than the noise

photon fluctuation ðNð0Þ
x �tÞ1=2, i.e.,

Nð1Þ
x �t > ðNð0Þ

x �tÞ1=2; (50)

then

�t >
Nð0Þ

x

ðNð1Þ
x Þ2 ¼ �tmin; (51)

where �tmin is requisite minimal signal accumulation time

at the noise background Nð0Þ
x . In fact, Eqs. (50) and (51) are

the exact forms from the general relation equations (25)

and (26), while Eq. (23) is the exact form from the general
relation equations (25) and (26) in the plane EMW case. In

the following, we list the Nð1Þ
x , Nð0Þ

x , �tmin, and measurable
HFGW strength hrms at the different receiving surfaces. If

x ¼ 0 (the yz plane), then Nð0Þ
x ¼ 0; it would be best

measuring in the region for Nð1Þ
x . Of course, this does not

mean that there are no other noise photon fluxes passing
through the receiving surface �s. In fact, scattering, dif-
fraction, and drift of the BPF and the thermal noise caused
by the BPF all can generate smaller noise photon fluxes
passing through the surface �s. Since they are all caused
by the BPF, they should have the same decay factor

expð� 2x2

W2Þ as the BPF. Moreover, external EM noise and

the thermal noise caused by the environmental temperature
are independent of the BPF, but they can be effectively
suppressed by high-quality Faraday cage or shielding cov-
ers and low-temperature (T � 1 K or less) vacuum opera-
tion. In general, they are much less than the BPF. Issues
such as the thermal noise, the radiation press noise, and the
noise caused by the scattering for this scheme have been
discussed in Ref. [41], so we shall not repeat them here.
Thus, our attention will be focused only on the BPF itself

and the other noise photon flux Nð0Þ
xðotherÞ caused by the BPF.

In this case, if such noise photon fluxes passing through the
receiving surface �s at the yz plane can be limited to a
realizable level, then we can estimate the minimal signal
accumulation time �tmin in the noise background.
From the above discussion, Eqs. (48) and (49), and

Ref. [32,40], the signal photon flux Nð1Þ
x and the back-

ground photon flux Nð0Þ
x passing through �s are

Nð1Þ
x ¼ jNð1Þ

x jmax exp

�
� x2

W2

�
; (52)

Nð0Þ
x ¼ jNð0Þ

x jmaxx exp

�
� 2x2

W2

�
; (53)

and

Nð0Þ
xðotherÞ ¼ jNð0Þ

xðotherÞjmax exp

�
� 2x2

W2

�
: (54)

The displaying condition in the receiving surfaces will be

Nð1Þ
x ð�tÞ1=2 � ½Nð0Þ

x þ Nð0Þ
xðotherÞ�1=2; (55)

and thus

�t � xjNð0Þ
x jmax þ jNð0Þ

xðotherÞjmax

jNð1Þ
x j2max

and

�tmin ¼
xjNð0Þ

x jmax þ jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax

jNð1Þ
x j2max

;

(56)

where jNð0Þ
x jmax � 1:2� 1022 s�1 in the typical parameter

condition of the scheme.

FIG. 6 (color online). Schematic diagram of strength distribu-

tion of nð0Þx and nð1Þx in the ‘‘outgoing wave’’ region of the GB
(another one is the ‘‘imploding wave’’ region. For an optimum
GB, such properties of the transverse BPFs in two such regions

would be ‘‘antisymmetric’’). Unlike Fig. 5, here nð0Þx jx¼0 ¼ 0

while nð1Þx jx¼0 ¼ nð1Þx jmax. Therefore, n
ð1Þ
x �t can be effectively

larger than the background noise photon flux fluctuation

ðnð0Þx �tÞ1=2; i.e., nð1Þx �t > ðnð0Þx �tÞ1=2 at the yz plane and at the

parallel surfaces near the yz plane, and nð1Þx will be a major
fraction of the total transverse photon flux passing through the yz
plane, provided thermal photon flux and other noise photon
fluxes passing through the surface can be effectively suppressed.
Clearly, the EM response of the coupling system between the
plane EMW and the static magnetic field has no such character-

istic. Moreover, the propagating directions of nð1Þx are opposite in
the regions of y > 0 and y < 0 for our scheme. Thus, the total
momentum of the PPF in the x direction vanishes. In other
words, such a property ensured conservation of the total mo-
mentum in the coherent resonance interaction (see Ref. [32]).
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Considering a possible laboratory condition, we choose

the typical parameters in Ref. [32], i.e., B̂ð0Þ
y ¼ 3 T, L ¼

6 m, and P ¼ 10 W. Then we can estimate �tmin in the
different HFGW parameter conditions.

(1) x ¼ 0, then Nð0Þ
x � 0, from Eqs. (53) and (56).—

�tmin ¼
jNð0Þ

xðotherÞjmax

jNð1Þ
x j2max

: (57)

If ĥ ¼ 10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then

Nð1Þ
x ¼ jNð1Þ

x jmax � 8:2� 102 s�1 and

�tmin � 3:0� 103 s provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 109 s�1;

�tmin � 3:0� 105 s� 3:5 days provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1011 s�1 ð�0:7 PWÞ: (58)

If ĥ ¼ 10�27=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then

jNð1Þ
x jmax � 8:2� 105 s�1

and �tmin � 3:0� 103 s provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1015 s�1;

�tmin � 3:0� 105 s� 3:5 days provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1017 s�1: (59)

If ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then

jNð1Þ
x jmax � 8:2� 106 s�1 and

�tmin � 3:0� 103 s provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1017 s�1;

�tmin � 3:0� 105 s� 3:5 days provided

Nð0Þ
xðotherÞ < 2:1� 1019 s�1: (60)

If ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; then

jNð1Þ
x jmax � 8:2� 108 s�1 and

�tmin � 3:0� 103 s provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1021 s�1;

�tmin � 3:0� 105 s� 3:5 days provided

jNð0Þ
xðotherÞjmax < 2:1� 1023 s�1: (61)

The above results show that limitation to the other
noise photon fluxes passing through �s would be
very relaxed. It is interesting to compare the scheme

employed earlier [see Eq. (23), where ĥ ¼
10�26=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, � ¼ 5 GHz, B̂ð0Þ

y ¼ 10 T, L ¼ 10 m,

and P ¼ 10 W] and the current scheme [see

Eq. (60), where ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, � ¼ 5 GHz,

B̂ð0Þ ¼ 3 T, L ¼ 6 m, and P ¼ 10 W]; they show
that the current scheme has obvious advantages and
reality.

(2) x ¼ 1 cm ¼ 10�2 m, then Nð0Þ
x � 1:1� 1020 s�1,

but where jNð0Þ
xðotherÞ jmax is often much less than Nð0Þ

x ;

i.e., Nð0Þ
xðotherÞ can be neglected in all of the following

discussions.—From Eq. (56), we have

ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:8� 106 s�1; �tmin � 1:8� 106 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�25=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:8� 107 s�1; �tmin � 1:8� 104 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:8� 108 s�1; �tmin � 1:8� 102 s:

(62)

(3) x ¼ 2 cm ¼ 2� 10�2 m, then Nð0Þ
x � 1:7� 1020 s�1.—

ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:0� 106 s�1; �tmin � 3:5� 106 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�25=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:0� 107 s�1; �tmin � 3:5� 104 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 7:0� 108 s�1; �tmin � 3:5� 102 s:

(63)

(4) x ¼ 3 cm ¼ 3� 10�2 m, then Nð0Þ
x � 1:8� 1020 s�1.—
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ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 5:8� 106 s�1; �tmin � 5:4� 106 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�25=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 5:8� 107 s�1; �tmin � 5:4� 104 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 5:8� 108 s�1; �tmin � 5:4� 102 s:

(64)

(5) x ¼ 10 cm ¼ 0:1 m, then Nð0Þ
x � 4:0� 1017 s�1.—

ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 1:5� 105 s�1; �tmin � 1:2� 107 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�25=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 1:5� 106 s�1; �tmin � 1:2� 105 s;

ĥ ¼ 10�24=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
; Nð1Þ

x � 1:5� 107 s�1; �tmin � 1:2� 103 s:

(65)

(6) x ¼ 29 cm (about the distance of 6 spot radii of the

GB), ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, then Nð0Þ

x � Nð1Þ
x � 2:1�

10�8 s�1.—The time of receiving one transversal
photon would be �tmin � 1

Nð0Þ
x

� 1

Nð1Þ
x

�
1

2:1�10�8 s�1 ¼ 4:8� 107 s.

The above numerical estimation shows:

(1) The best position for displayingNð1Þ
x would be in the

yz plane and the other parallel receiving surfaces in
the region of �2 cm< x< 2 cm. In such regions,

the transverse PPF Nð1Þ
x for the parameter condition

ĥ� 10�24–10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
may reach up to �8:2�

108 to 8:2� 102 s�1. If other noise photon fluxes
passing through the surfaces can be effectively sup-
pressed into �2:1� 1023 to �2:1� 109 s�1, then
the corresponding minimal signal accumulation
time �tmin in the noise photon flux background
would be �103 to 105 s.

(2) Unlike Nð1Þ
x , Nð0Þ

x has a maximum at x� 3:2 cm,

where Nð0Þ
x 
 Nð1Þ

x , but Nð1Þ
x jx¼3:2 cm and Nð1Þ

x jx¼0 ¼
Nð1Þ

x jmax have the same order of magnitude. In the
region, the detecting sensitivity would be worse by
3–4 orders of magnitude over that at the yz plane.

(3) Since Nð1Þ
x ¼ jNð1Þ

x jmax expð� x2

W2Þ and Nð0Þ
x ¼

jNð0Þ
x jmaxx expð� 2x2

W2Þ, even if ĥ ¼ 10�26=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, they

will have the same order of magnitude in x �
29 cm. However, where Nð0Þ

x , Nð1Þ
x all decay to 2:1�

10�8 s�1.
Moreover, it was shown that if the propagating detec-

tions of Nð0Þ
x and Nð1Þ

x are the same in the 1st, 3rd, 6th, and
8th octants in our case, then they will propagate along the
opposite directions in the 2nd, 4th, 5th, and 7th octants

[32]. This means the distinguishing ability to Nð0Þ
x and Nð1Þ

x

of the scheme can be further improved. Also, as suggested
by Baker [42], since the BPF is unaffected by the magnetic
field (it is involved only in the generation of the PPF), one
can differentiate the PPF from the BPF by modulating the
magnetic field. This essentially eliminates the BPF by

microwave-receiver signal processing. For example, one
measures the BPF plus PPF with the magnet on and then
measures the BPF alone with the magnet off and subtracts
one from the other in order to obtain the PPF alone. This
process is accomplished more rigorously by statistical
signal processing.

D. Role of fractal membranes or other equivalent
microwave lenses

(1) The fractal membranes (FMs) are merely one of
many possible ways to improve the SNR and detect-
ing quality via the redirection of signal photons onto
the microwave detectors [32]. However, in the above
discussion, the proposal scheme did not involve the
FMs. In other words, even if we do not use the FMs,
the above-mentioned relation between the PPF and
the BPF is still valid. The fractal membranes in the
gigahertz band have successfully been developed by
the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology [43–45] from 2002 to 2005. First, the
FMs have very good selection ability to the photon
fluxes in the gigahertz band. If the FM is nearly
totally reflecting for the photon fluxes with certain
frequencies in the gigahertz band, then it will be
nearly total transmitting for the photon fluxes with
other frequencies in the gigahertz band. Second, the
FMs have a good focus function to the photon fluxes
in the gigahertz band. For example, the photon
fluxes reflected and transmitted by the FMs can
keep their strength invariant within the distance of
1 m from the FMs. Such a function has been proven
by experimental tests. The role of the FMs in the
scheme is only the reflector or the transmitter for the

photon flux in the gigahertz band. BecauseNð0Þ
z ,Nð0Þ

y

and Nð0Þ
x , Nð1Þ

x are exactly orthogonal for each other,
an FM (or an equivalent microwave lens) parallel

with the yz plane would focus onlyNð0Þ
x ,Nð1Þ

x and not

Nð0Þ
z , Nð0Þ

y . In fact, here the requirement for the FMs
is also more relaxed; i.e., it does not require focusing
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the photon flux onto a micron-sized detector even
into a point. In the typical parameter condition of the
scheme, if the cross section of the focusing photon
flux and the image size has the same or close size in
the detector (in a distance of �28 cm), then the

SNR Nð1Þ
x =Nð0Þ

x at the receiving surface �s and at
the image surface �s0 would be nearly the same.

Moreover, because unfocused Nð0Þ
z , Nð0Þ

y will be
decayed to 10�7 s�1 at x ¼ 29 cm, their influence
can be neglected there.

(2) If the FM is just laid at the symmetrical plane (the yz
plane) or at the parallel planes very near the yz plane
(see Figs. 7 and 8), then the wave fronts of the
photon fluxes passing through the receiving surfaces
�s at the planes would be the plane or the pseudo-
plane, i.e., where it is possible to obtain a better
focusing effect. The requirement for the focus in the
region would be more relaxed than other regions.
This is because such focusing quality depends only
on the local interaction of the photon fluxes at the
receiving surfaces in the region of jxj  2 cm.
Besides, provided the photon fluxes focused by the
FM can keep a plane or pseudoplane wave front,

then Nð0Þ
x , Nð1Þ

x focused simultaneously on another
surface �s0 would have the same or nearly the same
SNR as with that at �s. A unique requirement for

Nð1Þ
x and Nð0Þ

x at �s0 is that Nð1Þ
x ð�tÞ1=2 should be

larger than

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nð0Þ

x

q
in a typical experimental time

interval �t, and this process does not need an image
of high quality at �s0. Contrarily, if the FM is laid at
an obvious nonsymmetrical plane, then it is difficult
to focus the photon fluxes due to the spread property
of the GB (see Fig. 9).

(3) The photon fluxes Nð0Þ
z and Nð1Þ

z in the z direction
have a similar property. However, unlike the relation

between Nð0Þ
x and Nð1Þ

x , Nð0Þ
z (noise) is much larger

than Nð1Þ
z (signal) in almost all of the regions. This is

a very important difference between the photon
fluxes in two such directions.

(4) A major role of the FM or other equivalent micro-
wave lenses in the scheme is their focusing effect
and not their superconductivity, and this does not

mean that one can measure only Nð1Þ
x (‘‘interference

term’’) and not Nð0Þ (background). Also, it does not
mean that Nð0Þ is neglected and Nð0Þ does not reach
the photon flux detector. Actually, the FM is im-
mersed in the BPF. Thus the BPF will generate the
thermal noise in the FM. However, the BPF itself
and the thermal noise photons caused by the BPF in
the FM have an essential difference. The former is a
vector and has high directivity; the latter are photons
of random thermal motion. Under the low-
temperature condition, the latter are much less

than the former. In particular, Nð0Þ
z and Nð0Þ

y of the
BPF are exactly parallel to the yz plane and exactly

perpendicular toNð0Þ
x andNð1Þ

x . ThusNð0Þ
z andNð0Þ

y do
not provide any direct contribution to the photon

FIG. 7 (color online). Unlike the photon fluxes Nð0Þ
z and Nð1Þ

z ,

Nð1Þ
x jx¼0 ¼ Nð1Þ

x jmax, where Nð0Þ
x jx¼0 ¼ 0. This means that Nð0Þ

x

and Nð1Þ
x focused by the FM at the yz plane or at the parallel

planes very near the yz plane would have a good focusing effect
and SNR.

FIG. 8 (color online). If the FM is just laid at the yz plane or at
the parallel planes very near the yz plane, then the wave fronts of
the photon fluxes passing through the planes would be the plane
or the pseudoplane, and it is possible to obtain an effective
focusing effect.

FIG. 9 (color online). If the FM is laid at an obvious nonsym-
metrical plane, then it is difficult to focus the photon fluxes due
to the spread property of the GB.
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flux passing through the receiving surfaces parallel
to the yz plane, nor are they reflected, transmitted, or
focused by the FMs laying at the receiving surfaces.
In other words, the photon flux focused by the FM

will be Nð0Þ
x , Nð1Þ

x and not Nð0Þ
z , Nð0Þ

y . In this case Nð1Þ
x

and Nð0Þ
x would reach simultaneously the detector,

but Nð1Þ
x and Nð0Þ

x in the different receiving surfaces

have the different ratio Nð1Þ
x =Nð0Þ

x ; this is an impor-
tant difference to the plane EMW case. Therefore, it
is always possible to choose a best region and the
receiving surface to detect the total photon flux

(Nð0Þ
x þ Nð1Þ

x ) which has a good SNR. Furthermore,

the Nð0Þ
x can be differentiated from the Nð1Þ

x by

modulating the B̂ð0Þ
y .

E. Challenge and issues

Except for the above-principle analysis, of course, one
must consider the following challenge and issues. They
would include the generation of a high-quality GB, sup-
pression of the noises, such as thermal noise, the radiation
press noise, and noises caused by the scattering of photons,
dielectric dissipation due to the dust and other particles,
and the concrete influence and correction of the FMs to the
GB itself, etc.

The low-temperature (T � 1 K or less) and vacuum
operation can effectively reduce the thermal noise and
dielectric dissipation. There is room for improvement in
other ways as well. They would include utilization of
superstrong static magnetic fields, matching of ultrahigh
sensitivity microwave photon detectors, construction of a
good ‘‘microwave darkroom,’’ coupling between the open
superconducting cavities and the current scheme (the open
superconducting cavities have a very large quantity factor
Q� 109–1011, and this coupling might greatly enhance the
signal photon flux and not increase obviously the noise
power), etc. All of these issues need further theoretical
study and careful experimental investigation, and they
would provide new ways and possibilities to further narrow
the gap between the detection schemes and the reality of a
valid measurement.

V. BRIEF SUMMARY

The EM detecting scheme based on the pure inverse G
effect in the laboratory would not be capable of detecting
the HFGWs in the gigahertz band, while the coupling
system among the Gaussian-type microwave photon flux,
the static magnetic field, and the fractal membranes (or
other equivalent microwave lenses) will be a useful candi-
date. The key parameter in the current scheme is not the
second-order PPF but the transverse first-order PPF; the
measurable photon flux is not only the transverse first-
order PPF but the total transverse photon flux, and they
have different SNRs at the different receiving surfaces; the
requisite minimal accumulation time�t of the signal at the
special receiving surfaces and in the background photon
flux noise would be �103–105 s for the typical laboratory

condition and the parameters of ĥ� 10�26–10�30=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at

� ¼ 5 GHz with bandwidth �1 Hz.
This paper does not involve the standard quantum limit

(SQL) caused by the quantum backaction. The SQL con-
strains the possible sensitivity limit. We shall show that the
SQL in the current scheme does not constrain predicated
sensitivity (including the constant amplitude HFGWs and
the stochastic high-frequency relic GWs). In other words,
the sensitivity in the current scheme is the photon signal
limited, not quantum noise limited [46]. We will discuss
relative issues elsewhere.
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